K-12 ENGLISH LANGUAGE LEARNER PROGRAMS:
A Guide to High Impact Investments

One out of every 11 K-12 students in America is learning to speak English. There are about 4.5 million English Language Learners (ELLs) in the United States, approximately 9% of the nation's K-12 public school enrollment. It takes 3-5 years for students to gain oral English proficiency and 4-7 years to gain academic English proficiency. Long term, effective programs are needed to give these students the opportunity to learn in parity with their non-ELL counterparts.

Federal Guidelines require that every school district with more than 5% national-origin minority children, with no or limited English proficiency, take progressive steps to remedy the language deficiency. However, programs and resources vary according to state guidelines and funding. Many schools do not have appropriate funding for a successful ELL program. District-level and site-level program implementation and reform are critically needed at this time.

English Language Learners: The Facts

In school year 2011-2012, 59% of ELLs graduated high school while the national average was 80%. In addition, ELLs have lower academic performance, a higher incidence of being held back, and lower test scores in math and reading based on the 2013 NAEP exam.** Most ELL students are from low-income families.

Examples of K-12 ELL Programs: Structured English Immersion, Traditional ESL, Transitional Bilingual Education, Dual Language or Two-Way Immersion

For more on the rights of ELL students please visit The U.S. Department of Education Office of Civil Rights.
For more Quick Facts on ELL demographics please see the Educating English Language Learners study by Grantmakers for Education.
*How Long Does it Take English Language Learners to Attain Proficiency; study from Stanford University.
**Scores from the 2013 National Assessment of Educational Progress exam obtained from the Office of English Language Acquisition.
What is a Strong K-12 ELL Program?

- VALUES students’ primary language and home culture
- INDIVIDUALIZES ELL learning plans and programs recognizing that there is no “one size fits all” model
- WORKS to address teacher preparation, lack of classroom resources, students at different levels of language acquisition
- BUILDS knowledge of the English language, decoding, and fluency along with life skills
- PROVIDES RIGOROUS SUPPORT, COMMUNICATION AND GUIDANCE for student and parent/guardian involvement
- UTILIZES DATA on learning, teaching attendance, behavior, and outcomes to inform work

High Performing Programs Should Demonstrate:

**EFFECTIVE SCHOOL STRUCTURES AND INSTRUCTION**
- Teach vocabulary, reading, writing, and speaking in all subjects
- Provide access to classroom resources
- Have policies/programs for early and pre-literacy students
- Provide multi-level programs
- Have programs for those with disabilities
- Address gaps in literacy
- Require professional development and teacher preparation
- Encourage class participation

**BEYOND THE CLASSROOM EDUCATION**
- Support and involve parents and guardians
- Develop soft skills: advocacy, leadership, self-esteem, organizing
- Teach communication across culture
- Provide health, mental health, and social services in close coordination with the school
- Offer collaborative and community-based learning
- Have tutors and social workers available

**ACCOUNTABILITY AND EVALUATION**
- Provide programs based on student achievement data and demographics
- Address achievement gaps in standardized test scores and graduation rates
- Advocate for students
- Give a comprehensive assessment
- Monitor quality of teaching and learning
- Collect data on implementation of all program elements
- Follow-up with students after classes are completed

While not all programs will successfully address each of these areas, high performing programs with appropriate funding should aim to focus on as many as possible. When programs are successful, ELL students should meet the overall national average on test scores, high school graduation, and college entry.

For more information please visit:

The Sillerman Center for the Advancement of Philanthropy
415 South Street (MS 035) | Waltham, MA 02453 | 781.736.3772
sillermancenter.brandeis.edu

+ The Sillerman Center draws upon scholarship and practitioner experience to engage and inform members of the philanthropic community committed to moving social justice work forward.